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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULT 
Let C( [a, b J, Rn) be the space of continuous functions from [a, 6) into 
R” with the topology of uniform convergence. For a fixed Y 20, let 
C= C([ -Y, 01, Rn) with norm lIq/I =~up~~r_~,~, Iq(S)l for (PE C. If 
x~C([b--,(~+6],iW”)forsome6>O,letx,~C,t~[d,d+6],bedefined 
by x,(e) = x(t + f3), f? E C-r, 01. Let D: C -+ R” be a linear continuous 
operator such that 
w = d(O) - j” C44~)14YW --I (1) 
with Varr-,,, p + 0 as s + 0 and p has no singular part. We assume 
moreover that D is stable; i.e., the zero solution of the functional equation 
DY, = 0, t 2 0, Yo=*EcD, 
with CD= {q3eC:Dq4=0}, is uniformly asymptotically stable (see [4, 
Chap. 121 for these concepts and examples). 
Let o > 0 be fixed, S$, = (x E C(W, Rn) :x(t + w) = x(t), r E R > with the 
norm llxllo=maxlER lx(t)l. Define the linear operator 9 in ST?~ byD(2) = 
{x E ‘%YU : t H Dx, is of class C ’ > and (9x)(t) = (d/&) Dx, (t E R). If 
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g: C + R” is continuous and takes bounded sets into bounded sets, we 
consider the w-periodic solutions of the neutral functional differential 
equation (NFDE) 
; Pxr) = g(x,). 
If 9: eW + VW is the continuous mapping defined by 
(3x)(t) = dx,), 
then finding the o-periodic solutions of (2) is equivalent to solving the 
abstract equation 
Yx=%x (3) 
in D(Z)nVw. Now, XEN(~) if and only if x~D(3’) and 
DX,=CER” (4) 
for all ZE W. By an equivalent form of the stability of D (see [4, 
Theorem 4.1, p. 2871) 
and hence there exists a unique b E R” such that 
Db=c. 
On the other hand, for any h E qW, the problem 
Dx, = h(t) (5) 
has at most one solution x E ‘SW, because any solution x E VU of (5) satisfies 
the inequality 
lb, II = IIx~+~~ II d be-“‘ep”“” /Ix0 II + b SUP Ih( 
O<UCf 
for all n E N and some a > 0, b > 0 (see [4, Theorem 4.1, p. 187]), so that, 
letting n --) co, we get the inequality 
Ix(t)l f /Ix, II <b SUP IMu)l 
O<u<t 
(6) 
for any solution x E %?a of (5). As a consequence, for each c E R”, (4) has a 
unique solution which is a constant, so that N(Y) N R” as D restricted to 
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the constant functions is an isomorphism. Now, if y E R(Y), i.e., if y E gW 
and 
for some XED(T), we get by integration that 
3 :=$(t)dt=O (7) 
so that R(Y) c N(P), with 9 a continuous finite-dimensional projector in 
Wm. Now, it follows from [S] that 9 is a Fredholm operator of index zero, 
so that 
and hence 
codim R(Z) = dim N( 2’) = n 
N(Lf) = R(B). 
Note now that the space %TW = C(R/wZ, W) is endowed with an S’-action, 
i.e., a continuous mapping 
S’XV-PV, (T, x) H T * x, 
compatible with the group law ( + ) 
T,*(T~*x)=(T1+z~)*z4 
0*x=x 
for all zi E S I, x E %?, which is indeed a continuous representation of S r into 
the group of isometries of Q?-, defined by 
(T * x)(t) := x(t + T) (t 6 co, WI). 
Now, z * x E D(Y) for all t E S’ if x E D(Y) and, for all t E R, 
d 
CT * =w)l(t)=- m,+, dt 
= L?(T * x)(t), 
which shows that 2 is equivariant for this S l-action. Similarly, for x E VU, 
tE[W, and ZES’, 
CT * %)1(t) = dxt+,) = ‘!TC(~ * XL1 
= qz * x)(t) 
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and Y is equivariant for the S’-action as well. Now, for 9 defined in (7) 
we have, for all x E WW and r E S ‘, 
so that 9 is also equivariant, and consequently R(9) and N(9) are 
S’-invariant. By defining now the (unique) generalized inverse X of 9 
associated to 9 as 
X=(Yl Dcye)nNcbJ1: RW) + Wf) n WY), 
so that 
Lfzn?-v = v, v E N=v, 
we see that, as R(Y) is S’-invariant and dp equivariant, 
~x(z*v)=s*v=z*Pyxv)=~(z*xv). 
Hence, 2 being one-to-one on D(P) n N(B), 
x(z*v)=~*xv 
for all r E S1 and v E R(Y), and X is equivariant. Now, (3) is equivalent 
to the fixed point problem in VTU (see, e.g., [6]), 
x=~x+[~+.2-(~-Pq]~x:=~x (8) 
and the above discussion implies that A! is equivariant for the S’-action. 
Obviously A? is continuous and Xx: R(Y) + R(Z) is compact. Indeed, if 
y E B bounded in R( L?‘), then 
x=Xyo~*= y*$Dx,)= y(t), tElR, 
so that, for s E R and t > 0, 
s 
S+f 
D(xs+, -x,)= y(r) dry s 
which implies by (6) that 
I-++t)--+)I G Il~,+,--~ll <boy, l~‘+“.drJdr~ 
s 
s 
.S+t 
<b I y(r)1 dr. s 
505/92/L-l 
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Hence the boundedness of B implies the boundedness and the equi- 
continuity of 3-B and x is compact. Thus ~‘4 is a completely continuous 
operator on V. We have thus proved the following 
PROPOSITION 1. rf the operator D given by (1) is stable and ifg: C + R” 
is continuous and takes bounded sets into bounded sets, then the problem of 
finding the o-periodic solutions of (2) is equivalent o a fixed point problem 
x = A(x) 
in WU, where &? is completely continuous and equivariant for the action 
of S’. 
We can now state and prove our main result. Here deg denotes the 
Leray-Schauder degree and deg, the Brouwer degree (see, e.g., [6]). 
THEOREM 1. Assume that D given by (1) is stable and that g: C + R” is 
continuous and takes bounded sets into bounded sets. Assume that there 
exists an open bounded set Q c GF$, such that (2) has no solution on %I. Then 
deg(9 - 4, Q, 0) = (- 1)” deg,(gl R”, 52 n R”, 0), 
where R” is identified with the subspace of constant functions of Ww. 
Proof: Theorem 1 is a consequence of the following result about the 
Leray-Schauder degree of an S ‘-equivariant map. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a normed linear space, 52 c X open and bounded, 
and f: 0 + X a compact perturbation of identity such that f -l(O) n ai2 = 4. 
Assume S’ acts on X through linear isometries, D c X is invariant under this 
action, and f is equivariant. Let f ‘I: fin’ -+ Xs’ denote the restriction off to 
the fixed point set fis’ =Dn XsL, Xs’= {XEX:Z *x=x for all zES’}. 
Then 
deg(f, Q, 0) = deg( f ‘I, s1”, 0). 
Theorem 2 is proved in Section 2 and we show here how Theorem 1 
follows. Here X=+& and f =9- A is equivariant. If 52 c %?U is not 
invariant we replace it by d = {x E Q:dist(x, Q n Fix A’) <E} with 
0 < E < dist(Q n Fix A, 852). fi is invariant since S ’ is path-connected, and 
hence 852 n Fix A = 4 implies that Q n Fix A! is invariant. We also used 
that S’ acts through isometries. Since Fix A n D cd c 52, the excision 
property of the Leray-Schauder degree yields 
deg($ - 4, Q, 0) = deg(3 - A’, 0, 0). 
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Now the fixed point set Ui’ = {x E %?m :x( . + t) = x( .) for all T E [0, o] } is 
the set of constant x in VU and, for such a constant a, 9% = a, 9% = %a, 
so that 
a - A(u) = -99u = -g(u). 
Consequently, as the Leray-Schauder degree in finite-dimensional spaces 
reduces to the Brouwer degree, we get, using Theorem 2 and excision, 
deg(f-&,d,O)=deg((./-4’)l.;l,dn%?z’,O) 
= de& - gl Rn, iinlR",O)=(- l)“deg,(gl..,a nW,O) 
= (- 1)” deg,(g) RR, 52 n ET, 0) 
as d n IX” contains all constant o-periodic solutions of (2) in Q, i.e., all 
zeros of gl R”. 1 
2. A PR~~F OF THEOREM 2 
It remains to prove Theorem 2. Approximate f to within 0 <E < 
dist(f(aQ)), 0) by fi : 0 + V, where Vc X is a finite-dimensional invariant 
linear subspace of X. Then define f2 : a n V + V by 
Here we consider S1 as the complex numbers of modulus one, as we do 
from now on. So t E R/wh corresponds to 5 = e2air’o ES’. It is easy to 
check thatf, is equivariant and IIf*- f II GE (usef(x)=j,, 5 * f(C-' *x) d< 
and the fact that S’ acts through isometries). Therefore deg(S, 52, 0) = 
deg(f,, 52, 0) and deg(f “, Q”, 0) = deg( f f’, Sz”, 0). We may assume that 
VE R“ x C’ and S’ acts on V via 
r * (4 z) = (4 5”‘Zl, ..*, PZ,), 
where u E Rk, z = (zl, . . . . z,) E C’, and n,, . . . . IE, E Z\(O). In particular, 
Vsl E Rk. In the following we write V, E @ for the representation of S1 
given by r * z = 5”~. Thus Vr lRk x Vn, x ... x Vnr. Set n = n, ... n, and 
mi = n/n, (1~ i < r). Consider the maps 
and 
cp: w x v; + v, (u, Z,) . ..) z,) H (2.4, z;‘, . . . . zZr), 
*: VI+ lQk x v;, (4 Zl > . . . . z,) H (24, zy, . ..) z?). 
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cp and $ are equivariant, hence so is IJ ofi 0 cp. By the product formula for 
the degree 
deg(ll/of20cp, cp-‘(Q n 0 0) 
= deg(lCI) .deg(f,, Q, 0) .deg(cp) = deg(f,, Q, 0) .a’, 
since deg(cp) = n, . ..n. and deg(lC/)=m,...m,. Observe that q-‘(O)= (0) 
and we wrote deg(cp) for the local degree of cp at 0, and similarly for $. 
Now set F=$of,ocp and O=cp-‘(Qn V)cI@x V;. cp and 1,9 induce 
the identity on the fixed point component [Wk. Thus deg(FS’, Co”, 0) = 
deg(ff’, G!” n I’, 0). Therefore it suffices to prove 
deg(F, 0,O) = deg(FS’, Co”, 0) .n’. 
To see this, choose a neighbourhood % of F - ‘(0) n Rk and E > 0 such that 
92 x B,(O) c 0. Define 
Fl(u, z) = (F”(u), z;, . . . . z;) 
for (u, z) E % x B,(O) and 
F,(u, 2) = flu, 2) 
for (u, z) E 0” u 80. Here FS’: an lQk + I@ denotes the restriction as 
usual. Observe that for (u, z) E 0” n % x B,(O) we have z = 0 and by 
equivariance F(u, 0) = (F”(u), 0). Thus F, is well defined. Then extend F1 
continuously over all of 6 and set 
FAu, z) = 5,, 4 * F,(5 -’ * (u, 2)) 4. 
This coincides with F, where F, is equivariant, in particular in 0” u d0 u 
a! x B,(O). Consequently deg(F,, 0,O) = deg(F, 0,O) and deg(Ft’, Co”, 0) = 
deg(Fs’, OS’, 0). Now, for v = (u,, . . . . v,.) with vie C’c lRk x C’ we define 
FLU, z) = Fz(u, z) - i zyv,. 
i=l 
One checks easily that F,: 0 + lRk x L’; is equivariant and that the map 
(v, U, z) I-+ F,(u, z) has 0 as a regular value. Now the parametrized Sard 
theorem (cf. [7, Theorem 5.21) implies that there exists v E Cr2 arbitrarily 
close to 0 such that 0 is a regular value of F,. If u is small enough the 
degrees of F, and F, are the same. Also, restricted to Rk, F, and F coincide. 
But if 0 is a regular value of F,, then F;;‘(O) c I?‘. This is obvious 
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since any (u, z) E F;‘(O) with z # 0 yields a one-dimensional manifold 
{l * (u, z) : < E S ’ } of zeroes contradicting the regularity condition. So 
F;‘(O) = F-‘(O) n [Wk. Now, in the neighbourhood % x B,(O) of F;‘(O) we 
have by construction 
Fv(u, z) = (F(u), z;, . . . . z;) - C z;u;. 
i=l 
By applying excision, homotopy invariance, and the product formula once 
more we obtain 
deg(F, 0,O) = deg(F”, 0,O) = deg(FS’, OS’, 0) .n’. 
3. FINAL REMARKS 
We conclude the paper by some remarks. 
Remark 1. When ,u = 0, we get another proof of Theorem 1 of [2] for 
retarded functional differential equations, and if further r = 0, we obtain 
another proof of Theorem 1 in [l] for ordinary differential equations in 
[w”. In those papers, appropriate version of the Kupka-Smale theorem have 
been used, which makes the proofs less elementary than the one presented 
here. Also it is not known whether the Kupka-Smale theorem holds for 
NFDEs. As in [ 1,2], Theorem 1 can be used to obtain periodic solutins of 
nonautonomous NFDEs using the continuation method. For example, the 
following general result of perturbation type holds. 
THEOREM 3. Let D be like in Section 1, f: C+ [w” and h: [w x Cx 
[0, Q,] + IW’, (t, cp, E) H h(t, q, E) be continuous, and take bounded sets into 
bounded sets. Assume moreover that h is o-periodic in t, that 
h(t, cp, 0) = 0 
for all (t, q) E IF! x C, and that we can find an open bounded set G c Iw” such 
that for any o-periodic solution x(t) of 
f (Dx,) =fb,) 
with x(t) E c for all t E IF!, one has x(t) E G for all t E [w. Then, if 
(9) 
degdf I Rn2 G, 0) f 0, (10) 
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there exists 0 < E, < E,, such that, for each E E [0, ~~1, the equation 
$ U’x,) =fb,) + 46 x,, ~1 
has at least one w-periodic solution x with x(t) E C for all t E [w. 
In particular, if all the possible o-periodic solutions of (9) are such that 
lx(t)/ < R for some R > 0 and all t E [w, then we can take G = BR(0) and the 
assumptions reduce to (10) for this choice of G. 
Remark 2. Theorem 2 generalizes to the fixed point index. Let G = S’ 
act on the normed linear space X through isometries and let A c X be a 
G-ANR. Let C: 0 + A be a continuous equivariant map defined on an 
open invariant subset 52 of A. Suppose that Fix C = {X E A : C(x) = x} is 
compact and that C is compact one some open neighbourhood of Fix C. 
Then 
ind( C, 52) = ind( CG, QG), 
where ind denotes the fixed point index. 
Remark 3. A slight modification of the ideas used to prove Theorem 2 
yields the following result. Let 
f: 8 c lFF x v,, x . . . x vm, --) w x vn, x . . . x v,, 
be an equivariant map, where ni, mj c H\(O) and S’ acts on V, as above. 
If 0 is open, bounded and invariant and f-‘(O) r\ 80 = 4, then 
deg(f, O,O).m, . ..m.=deg(fS’, OS’, O).n, “‘it,. 
If k = 0, then either 0” = (0) or 0” = 4. This implies deg(fs’, Co”, 0) = 1 
or deg(fS’, OS’, 0) = 0, respectively. In the case 0” = (0) and mi = nj we 
recover Theorem 5.4 of [7]. Thus the degree of an S ‘-equivariant map f is 
completely determined by the degree of its fixed point part fS’ and by the 
action of S’ on the domain and the range. The behavior off outside of the 
set of points fixed by the action is irrelevant. Also, if deg(fs’, Co”, 0) = 1, 
a map f as above can only exist if m, . . . m, divides n, . . n,. 
Remark 4. The results on the degree of S’-equivariant maps are of 
course well known, and the proof of our Theorem 2 and Remark 3 is 
related to that given for a special case in Theorem 3 of [S] and reproduced 
in [7, Theorem 5.41. We included a proof since our situation is more 
general than the one considered in [8, 71 and since, in most other papers, 
still more general situations have been considered and correspondingly the 
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proofs are more complicated. We refer the reader to [9, Section II.S.a] for 
a survey of related results and references to the literature and to the recent 
papers [3, lo]. 
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